Revelation on Kava / Snake

A vision was given to me by the Spirit of the Lord, that Kava/ Yaqona drinking is used by Satan, the devil as a number one enemy of the people of this land Fiji. Now the yaqona is the number one enemy of the Nation ; regardless of color, race, language, religion, denomination, age, sex, etc, etc, ....

It affects the development, education, living standard, knowledge, wisdom and maturity of all people especially :-

- People living in Fiji
- Fijians living overseas
- Pacific countries
- Pacific people living overseas
- Any other country that the nation accepts yaqona/ kava as national drink

The vision was given on Sunday 31st March 2001 during a church service at Malawai, Nadi.

I saw a big Tanoa/ Bowl full of yaqona . It was not confirmed to me who should drink the yaqona but it was very clear to me that the Spirit of the Lord was trying to show me the danger underneath the muddy looking water. It was clear to my understanding that the people around the tanoa have no clue of the great danger in their very eyes.

The same vision continued to remain in me for few days as I continue to pray over this vision and yaqona drinking which is taken as a form of relaxation throughout the country. The Spirit of the Lord prompt me to re rebuke this form of entertainment to the highest level and especially as a preacher of the Gospel.

Vision.....

I watched over the tanoa full of yaqona for long time . Slowly the yaqona (muddy water) is moving in a pattern like circles from the centre to the edge of the tanoa. It is like dropping an object in a still pool and the waves move to the side of the pool. This movement goes on for a while and it turns out to be something in the tanoa and not just yaqona movement.

The body of this thing slowly become more and more visible to me as the Spirit reveals but not to the people drinking the yaqona. Later the picture becomes very clear that I saw a snake in the Tanoa instead of the tanoa full of yaqona. This snake was neatly coiled around in the tanoa that it really fits in well. The snake was releasing its saliva into the tanoa making it possible for him to float and hide under its own saliva.

When I was full concentrating on what I was seeing, I heard the word taki (give the drink), the person looking after the tanoa of yaqona took the bilo (cup) and fill with the snake saliva and pass it around as the normal yaqona drinking practice.

I did not see the head of the snake. As I looked closely the heads (more than one) of the big black snake were among the people around the tanoa enjoying silly jokes. All of them are in bondage. It is also appears that each person in this circle (yalofi) uses the neck of the snake to lean on as we lean against the post in our bure. Therefore each person (roughly 10-12) in this vision have a snake head for their leaning post.All these people were leaders of the government, vanua and churches.
The Spirit of the Lord revealed to me that there is a connection between the yaqona and the Snake and that is the whole reason of the vision that was shown to me.

Unless people live in a Spiritual life they will not understand or see this connection. I asked the Spirit of the Lord to clarify and also shows and physical proof between the snake and the yaqona.

After a few days the following was revealed to me in a vision:-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Excessive Yaqona Drinker</th>
<th>Snake</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A lot of saliva</td>
<td>Its saliva flows as he moves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardly talk when drunk</td>
<td>Does not make sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staring</td>
<td>Daydreaming Spending ours and hours staring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can sit to drink for long time</td>
<td>Remain in one position for hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleepy</td>
<td>Lazy animal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awake at night</td>
<td>Hunts at night</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wake up late in the day</td>
<td>Sleeps at daytime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouth extended</td>
<td>Cannot close his mouth, tongue out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not like bright light whilst dope</td>
<td>Adapt well in the dark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanikani (scale)</td>
<td>Scaled animal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The are other physical similarities on the above that one can point out; but the above was clearly revealed to me.

The Spirit of the lord revealed that the witchcraft and satanist will treasure yaqona and defend any form of negative feedback as it is their source of getting together and lured innocent people to their evil plot.

I was asked to boldly (I am doing now) rebuke yaqona drinking and share this vision where ever I go; but each time I’m seen as someone who does not acknowledge the vanua, tradition and culture.

I thank the Lord for giving me this vision to save the Nation of Fiji and its people from the spirit brought about by this Yaqona /Snake which is:

- spirit of Laziness
- spirit of Drunken-ness
- spirit of Lies
- spirit of Idol-ness
(all the characteristics of a snake)

I hope a lot of people will see the Spiritual attack and damage this snake is doing in this land.

(This snake is no ordinary snake. This is Degei the Fijian-god according to history. But according to the Word of God, this snake is none other than Lucifer - the devil. This Fijian-god is worshipped through yaqona ceremony. The Fijian name is sova-yaqona).

Brothers and Sisters, whenever there is a yaqona mixing and/or drinking this Fijian-god (the Devil from hell is around).
All prayer groups of any Christian denomination operates with Holy Spirit power because there is no Yaqona allowed. As soon as the Yaqona comes in, it nullify the power of the prayer group.

I will do every possible way to tell the people the truth about yaqona drinking as the Spirit of God Almighty will help me to preach and share this vision to this nation. He gave the vision to me and the Holy Spirit will ensure that the things of God will take control of any demonic attack in any form.

This vision must be passed on to every person that comes from a yaqona drinking family and background. It is your duty my friend to assist in uncovering the deepest curse this nation Fiji is wrapped with for too long.

Freedom at last, freedom at last - because Jesus is still on the Throne.

Atu Vulaono (Pastor)
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